Plasmids that encode the same replication machinery are generally unable to coexist in the same 20 bacterial cell. However, Clostridium perfringens strains often carry multiple conjugative toxin or 21 antibiotic resistance plasmids that are closely related and encode similar Rep proteins. In many 22 bacteria, plasmid partitioning upon cell division involves a ParMRC system and there are ~10 different
INTRODUCTION

C. perfringens
CN1020
Type D isolate carries etx gene on pJIR3118. Supplementary Table 5 . To determine if the interaction of ParR and parC components is ParMRC-family specific, two more ParR
207
and parC families were included in the SPR analysis. ParRB from pJIR4165 and ParRD from pJIR3118
208 have 11% and 26% aa sequence identity to ParRC(pCW3), respectively, and were expressed and 209 purified ( Supplementary Figure 1 ). In addition, parCB(pJIR4165) and parCD(pJIR3118) fragment arrays 210 were synthesised to yield fragments B1-B25 and D1-D21 ( Figure 3A ), these regions respectively have 211 45% and 47% nucleotide sequence identity to parCC(pCW3) ( Supplementary Table 1 ).
212
ParRB(pJIR4165), ParRC(pCW3) and ParRD(pJIR3118) were tested against each parC fragment array
213
(parCB(pJIR4165), parCC(pCW3) and parCD(pJIR3118)) in separate SPR experiments ( Figure 3 ).
10
The results showed that each ParR homologue bound only to its cognate parC fragment array.
215
ParRC(pCW3) bound to its cognate parCC fragment array as before ( Figure 3C ), but did not bind non-
216
cognate parCB(pJIR4165) or parCD(pJIR3118). ParRB(pJIR4165) bound to 12 parCB(pJIR4165) 217 fragments with strongest binding (binding stability value of >300 RU) to fragments B2 (383 RU), B17
218
(368 RU) and B21 (377 RU) ( Figure 3B ). Unlike the parCC(pCW3) site, which had a clear correlation 219 between binding and the direct repeat structures, the parCB(pJIR4165) region was more complex.
221
The parCB(pJIR4165) site consists of several different direct repeats and two inverted repeat structures, 222 and many of these structures overlap. Therefore, mapping of ParRB(pJIR4165) binding to the 223 parCB(pJIR4165) region did not indicate a clear ParRB(pJIR4165) binding site. ParRC(pCW3) was able 224 to bind to its cognate parCC(pCW3) as before. ParRC(pCW3) was tested against parCB(pJIR4165) and
225 parCD(pJIR3118) fragment arrays and showed no interaction with these non-cognate sequences 226 ( Figure 3C ).
227
SPR analysis of the parCD(pJIR3118) fragment array with its cognate ParRD(pJIR3118) protein showed Our earlier work suggested that ParMRC components from the same family would be able to interact 246 with one another, thus leading to interference with the partition process and plasmid incompatibility (32).
247
To provide biochemical evidence for this hypothesis three different ParR homologues (ParRB, ParRC 
264
The JGS1987 ParR homologues interacted with non-cognate parC fragment arrays from the same
265
ParMRC family, but not with non-cognate parC fragments from different families (Figure 4 ).
266
ParRB(pJGS1987B) interacted with parCB(pJIR4165) with a comparable binding pattern to 267 ParRB(pJIR4165) ( Figure 4A ). Strong binding stability (>200 RU) scores were recorded for interactions 268 between ParRB(pJGS1987B) and parCB(pJIR4165) fragments B1, B2, B3, B6, B8, B9, B10, B17, B18,
269
B20, B21, B22 and B25. Weaker binding stability scores were seen for fragments B4, B7, B11, B16 and 270 B23.
12
Similarly, ParRC(pJGS1987C) interacted only with parCC(pCW3), with the same binding pattern as 272 observed for ParRC(pCW3) ( Figure 4B ). High binding stability (>200 RU) scores were recorded for 273 interactions between ParRC(pJGS1987C) and parCC(pCW3) fragments C1, C5, C6, C11, C12 and C15.
274
Weaker binding stability scores were recorded for C2, C13 and C14.
275
ParRD(pJGS1987D) only interacted with its non-cognate, but intra-family array from parCD(pJIR3118)
276
( Figure 4C ). Strong binding stability scores were recorded for interactions between ParRD(pJGS1987D) partitioning systems represents a major molecular mechanism by which native C. perfringens isolates 297 can maintain multiple closely related plasmids in the same cell.
13
All ParR proteins characterised to date bind to directly repeated sequences, however, the repeats they 299 interact with vary between plasmid systems. For example, ParR from the E. coli plasmid R1 requires a 300 minimum of two 11 bp repeats for binding (11), ParR from pB171 (E. coli) binds two 10 bp direct repeats 301 upstream of parM (44) and ParR from the Staphylococcus aureus plasmid pSK41 binds to 20 bp repeats 302 (10).
303
The direct repeats in the C. perfringens parC sites differ substantially between families, with respect to 304 both their nucleotide sequence and their spacing within the centromere. ParRC binding correlated with 305 four 17 bp direct repeats within the parCC region. These repeat structures are conserved between parCC 306 regions of different plasmids, supporting the assertion that ParR is able to recognise and bind to these 307 sites. By contrast, the ParRB and ParRD binding sites were more difficult to delineate because there 308 were multiple direct and inverted repeat structures within the parCB and parCD regions.
309
Our findings support the hypothesis that the inability of ParR proteins to discriminate between closely 310 related parC sites is responsible for previously observed ParMRC-mediated plasmid incompatibility 311 (32). The consequence would be the incorrect linkage of two heterologous plasmids, eventually leaving 312 distinct populations of daughter cells each containing only one of these plasmids (14, 17, 18, 45) .
313
Although the heterologous pairing model is not favoured for type I partitioning mediated incompatibility
314
(16,18), there is evidence that suggests this model could explain ParMRC-based plasmid 315 incompatibility. For example, ParR from R1 is capable of linking replicons before partitioning and 316 promiscuous binding of ParR from pB171 is responsible for plasmid incompatibility (8, 19) .
317
Analysis of our sedimentation velocity data showed that ParRC(pCW3) formed a tetrameric complex in where the selection pressure to maintain multiple chromosomes and plasmids seems to have driven 340 the coevolution of separate partition specificities, the selective pressure that has resulted in the 341 generation of so many parMRC alleles in these conjugative C. perfringens plasmids remains unclear.
342
One explanation may be that the ParMRC systems act as a means of competitive exclusion. It can be 343 envisioned that upon entry into a new cell via conjugation, pCW3-like plasmids could displace resident 344 plasmids that encode similar partitioning systems, thereby excluding them from the population. In 
352
In conclusion, we have shown that interaction between the ParMRC partitioning components ParR and 
